Trouble code p0410

Play Now. Engine-Codes - Generic - P P Possible Causes What does this mean? How is the P
code repair? Start by checking the "Possible Causes" listed above. Visually inspect the related
wiring harness and connectors. Check for damaged components and look for broken, bent,
pushed out, or corroded connector's pins. What is the cost to diagnose the P code Labor: 1.
The auto repair labor rates vary widely across the country, and even within the same city. How
much do you know about cars? Take the AutoCodes. When is the code detected? The
secondary air injection system does not detect the presence of air in the exhaust when
introduced by the secondary air injection system. P Meaning An air pump is used on the vehicle
to lower tail pipe emissions on start-up. The PCM also grounds the Air combination valve
vacuum control solenoid circuit, which energizes the Air vacuum control solenoid. Vacuum is
then applied to both Air combination valve diaphragms which opens the shut off valves. The
PCM enables both circuits simultaneously when Air system operations id desired. When the AIR
system is active, then Air pump forces fresh air into the exhaust stream in order to accelerate
catalyst operation. The AIR combination valves replace the conventional check valves. When
the AIR system is inactive the shut off valves prevent air flow in either direction. More
Information Need more information on how to fix the P code? Get Access to Factory Service
Manuals. Need more help? Get the P code diagnosed by a professional: Find a repair shop in
your area. Why is the Engine Light ON? Repair Importance Level: 2. It uses air from the outside
and pumps it to the one-way check valves to every bank of the exhaust. Thus, to diagnose this
error code, it is important to use the Scan Tool during a cold start. Also, some scan tools
provide technicians with ways to test for SAS Secondary Air Systems when the vehicle is
already warmed up. If you hear the air pump motor start â€” Check the component that controls
the air delivery, such as the Check Valve Solenoid, Check Valve, as well as the rubber shoes,
passages and metal piping. When replacing the air pump, it is important to clean the hoses and
replace he one-way check valve. In some cases, people result to putting a small hole in the
rubber cover on the pump, keeping water from accumulating and constantly drain them out.
Also, if your car is already out of the bumper-to-bumper warranty, check whether the emission
warranty is still valid or not. For more about this error code feel free to browse through our
website. For professional help, Contact Us. Remember me. Table of Contents. Subscribe to our
mailing list. Then this is the article for you. Here you will find the right information to get rid of
the P code. Code P indicates that a problem has occurred with the secondary air injection
system and is caused by either a mechanical or electrical fault. The main task of the air pump is
to feed air into the exhaust system to reduce the emission level. The air pump draws in air from
outside and pumps it through the one-way check valve to the individual banks in the exhaust
system. It is important that you have the car battery charger with you before diagnosing the P
error code. Troubleshooting this code requires the motor to be running, in order to check the
voltage and resistance in the circuit. This may reduce the battery charge and may result in
additional fault codes being generated. To diagnose the trouble code P it is important that you
have an OBD2 scanner with you. Every vehicle manufactured after is equipped with an onboard
diagnostic system that stores information on trouble codes for self-diagnosis and reporting.
The OBD2 scanner is able to read the information stored in the on-board diagnostic system.
You can either purchase the basic code reader, which provides only specific information related
to the code, or you can purchase the advanced scanner, which also allows monitoring and
recording of live data. Locate the O2 oxygen sensor on your vehicle and look for signs of
damage or corrosion. Also, check the wiring harness for a broken connection. Often, poor
connections and dirty or contaminated O2 oxygen sensors will result in trouble code P being
generated. Next, check the voltage at the O2 oxygen sensor. Before testing, ensure that the
engine is cold and the vehicle has not been driven for at least 10 hours. Start the engine and
measure the voltage at the O2 sensor with a scanning tool. If the voltage drops below millivolts
0. However, if the voltage does not drop, this is an indication that the secondary air system is
defective. If the voltage does not drop below millivolts 0. If you have also checked the O2
oxygen sensor and all electrical connections, it is possible that the secondary air injection
pump is defective and needs to be replaced. You can either visit a professional mechanic for
replacement or do the procedure at home. Open the hood of the vehicle and locate the air
injection pump. It is located at the front of the engine, with the serpentine belt surrounding it.
Next, remove all electrical connections and vacuum lines from the pump, as well as the screws
securing the air pump. Install the new pump and connect all electrical connections and hoses.
Make sure that the screws are tightened and properly fastened. The trouble code P does not
cause serious problems with the driving behavior, but it drastically reduces the fuel
consumption of the car. In addition, your car will start emitting dangerous pollutants. If you
have any further questions about the error code P, just comment below and our team will
contact you shortly. I have been working with cars for 10 years, specialized in diagnostics and

troubleshooting. I created this blog because I was tired of finding false information on the web
while looking for repair information. I hope you enjoy my content! Contents show. What Does
the P Code Mean? P Symptoms. Possible P Causes. Possible P Solutions. How to Diagnose the
P Code? Attach a Battery Charger. Connect the OBD2 Scanner. Check the O2 Oxygen Sensor
Voltage. Check for leakages. Step 1: Locate the air injection pump. Step 2: Remove the
Serpentine Belt. Step 3: Remove electrical connections and bolts. Step 4: Remove the Sensor.
Step 5: Installing the new air injection pump. Step 6: Attach the Serpentine Belt. Recommended
Tools to Fix P Code. Further Questions? Search This Site Search. This happens when the O2
sensor does not accurately detect the changes in the O2 level of the exhaust while the air
injection system is functioning. This trouble code will not prevent your vehicle from running.
The most common result is increased emission from your vehicle. However, if left unsolved,
this code could cause your vehicle to fail emission s testing. Prematurely replacing the air
injection pump before checking the fuse or relay. For error code P, one or more of the below
repairs may be needed to solve the underlying issue. For each possible repair, the estimated
cost of repair includes the cost of the relevant parts and the cost of labor required to make the
repair. Car bit Torque Car dr. All clear fault codes shutting check engine light off But the
problem will remain till u fix it. If the delete code on the OBD fails to clear the code. Remove the
negative battery cable for a few minuates this often will clear the codes. Hope this helps. The
FIXD display on your phone gives you the option. You must restart engine to have the warning
gone. Yes No We recommend Torque Pro. Secondary Air Systems typically consist of a
relatively high-capacity air pump in the form of a turbine, a relay to control switching the pump
motor on and off, a solenoid and check valve s to control air flow, as well various tubing and
ducting configurations to suit the application. The image below shows a simplified schematic of
a typical Secondary Air System layout. Since Secondary Air systems are relatively simple, there
are only a few possible causes of system failure. The most common causes are-. Restrictions in
the form of carbon build up in hoses, ducting, and other components. Breaks, or interruptions
in the power supply to the pump motor due to bad connections, poor ground connections, or
short circuits due to damaged wiring. NOTE 1: Since air pumps are known to fail without
warning, it is easy to ascribe system failure to a defective pump, when the real problem is often
a failed relay. Other common misdiagnoses involve check valves that are taken to work, even
though they may be slightly restricted by carbon thus reducing airflow to the exhaust, which
can trigger the Check Engine light. The relevant Technical Service Bulletin can be found here.
The Check Engine light will illuminate in most cases; however, on some vehicles of European
manufacture, the Pollution Control warning light will illuminate. In a large percentage of cases,
there will be no adverse symptoms, or outward signs of trouble. In some cases, the air pump
may be noisy due to mechanical wear, or the presence of foreign objects in the pump. In many
cases, there may be some hesitation on acceleration when the engine is cold. The degree of
hesitation will vary from car to car, but the presence of code P0 indicates a specific cause of the
hesitation, which in this case is a malfunction of the Secondary Air System. Code P is set when
outside air to burn off excessive hydrocarbons in the exhaust system is absent during a cold
start, thus causing the voltage across the front oxygen sensor not to drop to a predetermined
level. Troubleshooting involves the use of suitable diagnostic equipment, with the ideal being a
scan tool that can monitor data streams, but this function is generally not available on
low-priced tools. Some advanced scan tools have the ability to perform diagnostic tests on the
Secondary Air System while the engine is hot, but again, this function is usually not available
on scan tools that are available to DIY mechanics. Nevertheless, the diagnostic procedure
requires that the engine be cold, ideally not having run for at least hours. Assuming that the
scan tool can monitor data streams, start the engine, and confirm that the voltage across the
front oxygen sensor drops to, or below millivolts. A fault in the Secondary Air System is
confirmed if the voltage does not drop to this value, so perform the following checks-. If the
voltage does not drop to millivolts, but you hear the air pump running, check all hoses, ducting,
valves, and solenoids for leaks. However, also be sure to check all hoses, ducting, and valves
for obstructions such as carbon build-up. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how
your comment data is processed. Great post. I have had this code for some time now on my MB
C Kompressor , and only got serious lately as my California smog check loomed. I googled
different P issues, and one was hoses. I mentioned this to my mechanic and he pooh-poohed it.
I took my C home after the B service, and opened the hood to look at the hoses and one little
hose literally fell apart in my hands. It has been over a week and the check engine has not come
back on and usually it was back on in 3 days. So, I highly recommend that on an older car mine
is a you simply check the hoses first. And this is not a part of Service A or Service B for some
reason. Saved me a ton of money!!! Hope this might work for you too!!!! Depending on shop
policy, repairs like that are usually covered by the diagnostic fee. Glad you were able to find a

cheap and easy fix for your car! Skip to content. Notify of. Miles: Miles. Engine: Engine. Inline
Feedbacks. Donna Hay. Benjamin Jerew. Previous Post Previous P â€” Timing reference, high
resolution signal B -intermittent erratic pulses. This can happen for multiple reasons and a
mechanic needs to diagnose the specific cause for this code to be triggered in your situation.
Our certified mobile mechanics can come to your home or office to perform the Check Engine
Light diagnostic. P is an OBD-II generic code that the engine control module ECM detected the
engine O2 sensor did not detect an increase in the O2 level in the exhaust when the air injection
system was commanded on during an active test. Monitors the O2 sensor pid on a scanner to
see if the sensor reacts when the air injection pump is activated, the sensor should go to below
mv within 3 seconds. Not checking for proper intake air flow into the air injection pump before
replacing the pump for no air pumping out of it. Not checking the air injection pump relay for
burnt wire connections before replacing a bad air injection pump. The air injection pump system
is to help lower the emissions coming out the exhaust and can cause the vehicle to fail
emission testing. Code P is triggered when the air injection pump passive test fails or is
inconclusive then the ECM commands the pump to do an active test and the O2 sensor does
not output a higher O2 content in the exhaust within 3 seconds. YourMechanic offers certified
mobile mechanics who will come to your home or office to diagnose and repair your vehicle.
Get a quote and book an appointment online or speak to a service advisor at With
YourMechanic you can skip the auto shop altogether. They send certified and screened
mechanics straight to your door and enable you to save big on car repair and maintenance.
Cost of diagnosing the P code. No more waiting rooms! Our mechanics will come to you to
diagnose and fix the P code. Recent Check Engine Light is on Inspection reviews. Excellent
Rating. Rating Summary. He was great explained everything to me and have now booked him
for another appointment. Thanks johnny. Ronald 41 years of experience. Request Ronald. Mister
Ron was very nice and took time out to explain any concerns I might have about my car. He also
made sure he communicated with me when he was on his way, once he was outside, and when
we was done working on my car. I appreciate that considering I have a newborn that I had to
look after. Extremely satisfied with the service, he was able to come out and diagnose almost
immediately. We purchased the parts, he came back installed them and been running great
since. Would definitely recommend him and will not hesitate to call again if need
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ed. Scott 36 years of experience. Request Scott. I truly enjoy Scott as he has done work for me
in the past. Scott is very friendly, knowledgeable, and a true professional! I highly recommend
him. Related questions Getting a diagnostic code P Hi, there is no way to know what exactly is
wrong with only a diagnostic code because there are always multiple reasons why the code
could have been set in the first place. In this case, the computer has detected Read more.
Vehicle failed compliance check. Hello you have two concerns going on here. Lets start wit the
P for the secondary air injection. Start by checking the fuses. You should hear the pump come
on within the first few minutes of start up. If the Need error codes fixed Hi. P is a code for the
oxygen sensor bank one sensor. P is a code for the secondary air injection system malfunction
and P is a code for a misfire on cylinder 1. I would suggest having a certified More related
articles. Browse other content. How can we help? Read FAQ.

